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Program title Description of local program that provides OLMC reflection Program category In-house / Independent

Daybreak - Monday to Friday Morning show - 6am to 7am 010-News In-house

CBC Montreal News - Monday to Friday Weekday evening newscasts - 6pm to 6:30pm 010-News In-house

CBC Montreal News - latenight Monday to Friday Weekday evening newscasts - 11pm to 11:30pm 010-News In-house

CBC Montreal News - Weekend Saturday Evening newscasts - 6pm to 6:30pm 010-News In-house

CBC Montreal News - Weekend Sunday Late night newscasts - 11pm to 11:30pm 010-News In-house

Local news hits - Monday to Friday 4:59pm and 9:59pm (9:59pm ended April 7, 2017) 010-News In-house

Our Montreal Weekly local current affairs program 02A-Analysis In-house

Absolutely Canadian - In The Key of Claire A social worker at the MUHC HIV Clinic learns to sing despite the onset of deafness and 
cancer, and brings together survivors of the Rwandan genocide to collaborate in a powerful 
musical relationship.

02B-Documentary Independent

Absolutely Quebec - 100% T-Shirt Director Kaveh Nabatian explores the history, ethics and political culture of our most common 
garment. Featuring American Apparel founder Dov Charney, Richard Reed Parry of Arcade 
Fire, Little Scream, Tegan and Sara, and more.

02B-Documentary Independent

Absolutely Quebec - A City Is An Island A DIY, behind-the-scenes look at the linguistic divide in the music and lifestyles of Montreal 
musicians Mac DeMarco, Patrick Watson, Sean Nicholas Savage, Tim Hecker, Colin Stetson 
and many more.

02B-Documentary Independent

Absolutely Quebec - Cities Held Hostage Centred on the landmark investigation by Montreal Gazette journalist Henry Aubin in his book 
City for Sale, plunges into the heart of a city in perpetual development and the forces that 
shape it. 

02B-Documentary Independent

Absolutely Quebec - Clay vs. Clay The story of Clay “Big Thunder” Peters, a 33-year-old drug and alcohol addict who in 2006 
hitchhiked across Canada from Vancouver to Montreal with the goal to become the world 
heavyweight boxing champion.

02B-Documentary Independent

Absolutely Quebec - Cricket & Park Ex Cricket & Parc-Ex: a love story is about Montreal’s South Asian community who live for their 
love of cricket. The documentary takes us inside the world of cricket and the daily life of Parc 
Extension – one of Canada’s poorest and most vibrant immigrant neighbourhoods.

02B-Documentary Independent

Absolutely Quebec - Fennario - The Good Fight David Fennario, the great Quebec playwright (famous for Balconville, among others) and 
militant socialist is now confined to a wheelchair, but that has not dampened his will to take 
action and fight for progress. Martin Duckworth, a major figure in Canadian documentary 
cinema, captures all of his contradictory energy. Over the course of this encounter, the 
filmmaker attentively and enthusiastically records Fennario's charismatic presence, his 
political humour, his desire to be heard at all costs, for example through his last play, Mother 
House, a denunciation of the horrors of the First World War. By filming the process of staging 
the play, Duckworth reflects on the power of art while creating a poignant portrait of a man 
marked by history.

02B-Documentary Independent

Absolutely Quebec - Hacking Montreal Montreal is a global hub for 'hackathons', weekend-long contests for innovating technology. 
CBC Montreal looks at how local infrastructure, healthcare, transportation and leisure are 
being improved by volunteer maverick thinkers. 

02B-Documentary In-house

Absolutely Quebec - In Vitro: Quebec's New Fertility Frontier Following three stories of people at various stages of IVF treatment in order to capture the 
impact of recent changes to Quebec's formerly one-of-a-kind IVF program. 

02B-Documentary Independent
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Absolutely Quebec - Living on the Edge Photographer and garlic farmer Joan Sullivan seeks to capture how people living along the 
rural coast of eastern Quebec adapt to major climate change events.

02B-Documentary Independent

Absolutely Quebec - Maple Mayhem Exploring the sticky, golden universe of Canada’s quintessential national emblem, this 
documentary showcases the culture and politics behind an industry that recently suffered the 
biggest heist in agricultural history.

02B-Documentary Independent

Absolutely Quebec - Mile-Enders, Regional TV episode (1 hour) A coming of "middle" age docu-comedy about two Anglo friends questioning the current state 
of their lives while exploring the food, drink lifestyle and pop culture of their hometown - 
Montreal.

11B-Reality Television Independent

Absolutely Quebec - One Weekend Multiple generations of one family indulge over labour-day weekend in a disappearing way of 
cottage life

02B-Documentary Independent

Better Montreal This program explores way to improve life in Montreal, with suggestions on helping the 
environment, the economy and civil life.

02A-Analysis In-house

Feeding Montreal An in-depth look at issues related to mass food production, food distribution and food supply 
in the Montreal area.  Hosted by Nancy Wood.

02B-Documentary In-house

Monsieur Lazhar At a Montréal public grade school, an Algerian immigrant is hired to replace a popular teacher 
who committed suicide in her classroom. While helping his students deal with their grief, his 
own recent loss is revealed.

07D-Theatrical feature fIndependent

Montreal Lights Up Special co-presentation (English CBC and CTV)  (French TVA and SRC).  Variety special for 
the kick off of Montreal's 375th anniverseray featuring vignettes, music, and interviews. 
Hosted by Ben Mulroney.

02B-Documentary Independent

Wainwright Noel Nights Rufus and Martha Wainwright convene the crème de la crème of the music scene in this 
benefit concert celebrating Christmas at the Maison Symphonique of Montreal’s Place Des 
Arts. Special guests taking the stage with the brother-sister duo include Emmylou Harris, 
Louden Wainwright, Kid Koala, and more.

08A-Music and dance Independent
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